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Background: Target and 
Current Testbeds 
SSME - Have test stand data from 
Rocketdyne to design algorithms 
that will aid in the early detection 
of impending failures during 
operation. Serves as a testbed for 
CEVKLV. 
CEVKLV - Methods 
implemented on SSME data will 
be improved, extended, and used 
for future platforms. 
CLV 2 
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Near-Term Mission Objectives 
for ARC 
'12J2006 
Demonstrdte ability to detect one critical failure mode 
within remediation window; this 2 sec window of time 
is dependent upon the failure mode selected and the 
response available to the selected propulsion system 
(WBS 2.2.1.1, Due Jan' 07) 
-. Benchmark . . algorithm - __ computational - impacts and 
performance, l m p l e m e n t a b l ~ i n a l ~ n ~ ~ e ~ ~ n ~ n ~  
Baseline Derformance menics of the current failure 
detection-algorithm. 
(WBS 2.2.1.2, Due Apr' 07) 
HM Technology Infusion Demonstration: Proposed 
Plan, Demonstration Report 
( W B S  2.4.4, Due FY07 43) 
Sensor Fmlure Robustness Demonstration: 
Demonstration for failure detection algorithm 
erformance with individual sensor fiulure present. 
Krhat IS the impact on the benchmarked performance 
metrics when sensor failures are encountered ? The 
sensor failures may be single or multiple failure to 
occur during the simulation. Sensor falures may occur 
simultaneously or within demonstxation window. 
(WBS 2.2.1 3, Due Aug' 07) 
3 
Team Approach 
How do we achieve these objectivesfprovide these deliverables ? 
- Need An Algontiumc Suite - Try rnuhple appmaches/methods in attachg the problem 
Need More Data - Funher examples of a n o d e s  
Need Performance Measures - How well do the desgned algoIlthms detect anomalies 7 
- 
- 
Use the entire continuum from theoretical/simulated anomalies to 
reavactual anomalies (focus areas are highlighted in blue) 
1 Synthetic data We generate synthetic data that we beheeve to have sdar  prapemes to the real fadure data We 
conld also call ths a 'low-fi sunulator." 
E-fi smulators. We use data from a h@-fidelit sunulator that was developed by racket en- experts Such 
smulators exw at Rocketdyne. MSFC, and GRdI An advantage over Instoned dnta is that faults that have 
never occurred m reahty can be sunulated 
Histoncnl data Smce the CLV doesn't exist yet, we use Instoncat SSME fight or test-stand data mtead. 
Actual test staed data Obtm data with failures mtmduced dunng operanon 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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Algorithmic Appro aches 
* Data-Driven FailureFauIt Detection Algorithmic 
Development Using 'the Following Methods 
- Unsupervised Learning: These algorithms take only nominal data as input, 
and learn a model of the nominal data. When future data fails to match the 
learned model, they signal an anomaly. 
- Supervised Learning: These algorithms take as input labeled examples of 
nominal data and failure data, and learn a model that distinguishes 
between the two. 
- Semi-Supervised Learning: These algorithms take as input labeled 
nominal data, labeled failure data, and unlabeled data, and seek to take 
advantage of all three in order to build a model that can distinguish 
between nominal data and failure data. 
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Status of Data Processing Toolkits 
(Software Infrastructure) 
Data Mining Work Bench 
ten& 
* ISHM-DWMB (Integrated Systems Health Management - Data Mining Work Bench) is a 
generaked hmework for exploring and analyzing both data and data mining algorithms. It provides 
a streamlined, consistent and modular way to: 
- J.npmtandreformatdata 
- 
- 
- Benchmark performance of algorithms 
- E%Ziti?5+L@lore dataandaalgoni- 
Write, parameterize and apply new and existing a l g o n h  to thLF data 
V&e bothdatasets and algomhm functionality 
We are using it prognostically to detect and predict anomalies, mode changes and m a c e  in SSME 
data sets and to build algorithms that can automate that process. 
A smte of supervised learning algorithms have already been parametekd and morporated into the 
framework 
- Gaussm processes 
- Lmearprediction 
- Quadratic predictlon 
- Bagged neural networks 
I Additionally, several more algorithms are currently being incorporated into the system These include: - - Unsupemsed methods: A Senn-SupMsed algorithm, based upon SVM (Supporf Vector Machines) 
* GMM (Gausam Muture Models) - HMM (Hidden Markov Mcdels) . KF @(almao PllteE) 
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MATLAB SSME Data Loader 
for Unsupervised Learning 
Y2J2006 
For Unsupervised G M ,  HMM, KF Methods, MATLAB- Based 
SSME Data Tools Already Exist (to be hooked to ISM-DMWB) 
- Loads in data from available Rocketdyne tests, processes the data prior to 
training 
4 
Applying New Algorithmic Approaches 
(Semi-Supervised, Unsupervised) 
The algorithm takes both expert labeled and unlabeled 
observations and creates a model, which can be used to 
predict unseen data. 
This semi-supervised learning algorithm can be useful in a 
data set such as SSME, which may have a very small 
number of expert labeled observations. 
The algorithm has been integrated into the ISHM-DMWB 
for batch testing of multiple data sets. 
10 
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Unsupervised Learning Status 
ten& 
NewMethods 
- GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model). . .In Progress 
- HMM (Hidden Markov Model). . .Not started 
- ~ - ( ~ - ~ r n ~ - ~ ~ ~ e ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ s ~ ~ ~ -  -7 
0 These methods characterize nominal behavior, so we can 
detect off-nominal behavior 
* They provide the means by which to measure performance 
. of systems for a given design criteria 
- Minimum Allowable Probability of False Alarms 
- Threshold-based methods 
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Unsupervised Learning Status 
New Methods -Preliminary Results for GMM 
Train on 3 Sensor Data Values Relevant to a particular subsystem 
In “Raw brruning data” graph, each of 3 sensors is represented by 2 independent, superimposed runs 
In “Segmented Raw Training Data in 3-space: notice how well (4) clusters form for GMh4 training 
6 
-I 
Results for Remaining Algorithmic Approaches 
(Unsupervised, Virtual Sensors: Pseudo-Supervised) 
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Unsupervised Learning Status 
Previous Methods 
- M. Schwabacher. Machine Learning for Rocket Propulsion Health Monitoring. 
- Orca (Bay & Schwabacher, 2003) 
S 4 E, \a.’<>; Id ~ H < > ~ D X <  f O R ~ I > > ,  2005. 
* uses a nearest-neghbor appmach 
* uses a novelpwmg rule fo rim in nearly hear ume 
- Glitl3ot 
commercial product fiumRuleQuestResearch 
* uses ademion-tree appmach 
GritBot: Decision trees Om: Nearest Neighbors I 
4/12/2006 
e 
Pressure Y = 
2 *Pressure X + 5 14 
7 
i 
Unsupervised Learning Status 
Cenler 
Previous Results 
- M. Schwabacher. Machine Learning for Rocket Propulsion Health Monitoring. 
< >>E - ___ 3;<>f:d - srii i N~L<\?,, 2005. 
!es 
'lU2006 
GntBot Known arufact of t!x way IIL 
whch mture ratlo IS calcuhed (no 
o&er flow meter) 
Orca: Caused by main igniters tiring 
15 
Unsupervised Learning Status 
Cenler 
Deviations from normal system or sensor behavior 
I4/12/2006 
Redundant sensors shown in left graph 
'Remains unvalidated by domain experts 
16 
8 
Detection of Sensor Failures 
~ 
o m  unexpiauled aberraucn m pressure sensa5 hca  unexptmed abaraflo~ m n ~ m  sensa' 
'Remains unvalidated by domain experts 
/12/2006 1' 
Virtual Sensors . 
Cenler 
M + 
Inputs e = m - Plant 
+ 
- Plant 
Hypothesis: Changes a system (e.g. 
as changes in t normal to abnormal) 
relationships between measurements. 
We monitor difference between real measurement given in the data 
and estimate returned by machine learning model (e.g., neural 
network). 
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More Possible Uses of Virtual 
Sensors 
Center 
* Use estimated measurements when real measurements 
(“Plant”) are missing or corrupted. 
Estimate measureme-ast systems where such 
measurements were not available. 
- Train model to predict a new measurement using data 
- Use model to generate estimates of that new 
- Assumes that system did not change significantly 
from later tests. 
measurement on earlier tests. 
across tests. 
112l2006 019 
Two tests used: 
- Trial # 1: Known not to have knife-edge seal crack. 
- Trial # 2: Known to have kmfe-edge seal crack. 
Response vibration data, each column z-scored (subtract 
mean and divide by standard deviation), resulting columns 
added. 
Predictor controller data: throttle, accelerometers 
(2 locations). Only points corresponding to times available 
in vibration file were selected. Time range: 0-400 seconds, 
increment 0.4 seconds (downsampled from 0.02 seconds in 
Trial ## 1,0.04 seconds in Trial #2). 
* Model used: MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), 3 hidden units, 
500 epochs (iterations through training set). 
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Preliminary Results 
___ - - I_ - - - - . - _- - 
? “ r a i n e d - a n ~ - ~ e ~ ~ e ~ - o ~ r i - ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
to see if modeling is possible. 
Blue: truth, Red: prediction 
87% of variance explained. 
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Preliminary Results 
Cener 
Trained on Trial # 1 (results in top 
graph), tested on Trial #2 (results 
in bottom graph). 
Crack thought to occur in Trial #2 
in 100-150 second range. 
I.A-IpIrd.2 Significant change in residual 
starting at 65 seconds. Bigger 
change at 150 seconds. 
7“- 
Real reason TBD. 
4 9 m t w u x . L 9 ~ w a o D  
m.w 
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9 All results shown are still preliminary 
Still further validation to perfom 
are potentially fruitful for future investigation in 
prognostics and setting performance measures 
- - * - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o l l 2 p , = . o ~ - ~ ~ ~ g - ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n t ~ h ~ ~  
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